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Readymade Garment (RMG) Industry is the prime source of foreign earnings of Bangladesh in last two 
decades. This sector contributed about 80% of the total export earnings of the country. About 5,100 
garment companies have been established in Bangladesh and 3.60 million workers are working in this 
sector in which more than 85% of them are female who are mostly coming from the rural areas of 
Bangladesh. In the recent years, it is observed that the workers are coming down in the street and 
making insurgence on their demand and they try to destruct public properties and the national assets. 
As a result, companies are losing working-hours and production targets. It also hampers export 
earnings and the image of our country to the international buyers. Keeping this in mind, the study tries 
to find out the factors behind the unrest in the ready-made garment industry of Bangladesh and identify 
some measures to improve the situation. In this study, 244 workers were interviewed from the different 
garment factories located in Savar and Gazipur district. After collection of data, they were analyzed with 
regression model, factor analysis and by other suitable statistical tools. The results show that the main 
causes of labor unrest include lack of additional benefits and irregularities in payment of overtime, 
deferred festival bonus, lack of motivational training program, conflicting perception about the rich people 
of the society, and demand of minimum wage. If the policy makers of Bangladesh consider these 
causes and make policies to overcome the problems the labor unrest in garment sector will be 
eliminated or minimized.  
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INTRODUCTION 
 
Labor unrest is a common phenomenon in the 
readymade garment industry of Bangladesh in the recent 
years. Recent accidents and the unrest in this sector 
have been causing a serious negative impact on the 
export of readymade garments of Bangladesh in 
international markets. The total export of Bangladesh is $ 
22.9 billion US dollars of which $17.9 billion is from this 
sector that is equivalent to close to 78 percent of the 
export earnings of the country (EPB, 2012). These 
earnings are also continuously increasing day by day. As 
such, readymade industry of Bangladesh has a para-
mount importance in the economy  of  Bangladesh  which  
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is developing in nature. In the financial year 2010-2011, 
78.15 percent of the total export was from the readymade 
garment industry although these earnings are heavily 
dependent on international market demand and supply 
(Appendix 1).  

The main feature of readymade garment industry is the 
employment of illiterate rural women who had no 
alternative than maid servant before joining garment 
industry. More than 85 percent employee of this sector is 
women who are about three hundred thousands in 
number out of 3.60 million workers working in this sector 
(Appendix 2). As such, readymade garment industry has 
opened a new avenue for the rural unemployed and 
illiterate women to engage themselves in the financial 
activities of the economy of Bangladesh. Labor Force 
survey (Bangladesh  Bureau  of  Statistics,  1991,  1992)  
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shows that although male employment in the 
manufacturing sector is more or less stagnant, female 
employment is increasing significantly which is attributed 
by the social development in Bangladesh. 

Extremely cheap labor force and their efficiency are 
attributed as the reasons for the success of readymade 
garment industry of Bangladesh (Bhattacharya, 1996). 
This has given this sector a competitive strength to 
compete in the international markets of the world. In 
terms of labor cost, Bangladesh is well positioned and 
compares favorably with other Asian countries in this 
regard. The per hour cost of labor in Bangladesh is 
$0.25, compared to $0.34 in Indonesia, $0.34 in 
Pakistan, $0.46 in Sri Lanka, $0.48 in China and $0.57 in 
India (Khan, 2008).  

Although, readymade garment industry is doing very 
well in Bangladesh and contributing a lot to the national 
exchequer, there is a threat of continuous unrest in this 
sector that have been identified as the prime hurdle of 
this sector of business. The workers of this sector are 
unhappy with their salary and behavior of the 
management (Abrar Ahmed Apu, 2007; Sirajul Islam and 
Sonia Ahmad, 2010). Sometimes, the behavior of the 
management including high overtime work, lack of leisure 
time and holidays, and overall working environment 
become more dominant even compared to the financial 
benefits of these workers. Hence, a kind of dissatisfaction 
is always prevailing among the workers that lead to labor 
unrest in this sector. Study shows that the demand for 
weekly holiday is a major reason for worker’s unrest 
(Paul-Majumder, 2007). It is also observed that the 
workers are engaged in work for almost all days of the 
week. The workers blame that mistrust of the employers’ 
rude behaviors of the managers are the reasons for the 
unrest in this sector (The New Age, Wednesday, August 
04, 2010). Low wages and sub-standard living condition 
are major causes of labor unrest in the RMG industry of 
Bangladesh (Absar, 2001). The rights of the labors are 
also not well protected in the readymade garment 
industry of Bangladesh (Islam and Ahmed, 2010).  

The most common reasons claimed by the workers for 
the labor unrest in the garment sector of Bangladesh are 
unpaid wage and the deferred payment. Some garment 
owners do not give salaries and overtime allowance to 
the workers on time (Uddin and Jahed, 2007). But the 
owners claim that more than 90% garment factories pay 
worker’s wages within 1st and 2nd week of the month 
which is never verified by the competent authority of the 
government (Rahman, Bhattacharya and Moazzem, 
2008). As such, a kind of mistrust between the employers 
and employees existed in the readymade garment 
industry of Bangladesh and thus results in labor unrest. 
According to New Age Metro (2008), the RMG sector of 
Bangladesh has experienced at least 72 incidents of 
labor unrest over demand for payment of dues. It has 
been revealed in a report of the Bangladesh Institute of 
Labor Studies that in the 1st  six  months  of  2012,  labor  

 
 
 
 
unrest has been occurring continuously in Bangladesh.  
According to the report, 41 of the incidents took place in 
connection with the demand for payment of their dues. In 
13 cases, the workers used streets to protest for the 
killing or torture of their colleagues. Among others, 
declaration of lay-off or closure, and termination and 
curtailment of leave or holiday were the causes of 
demonstrations and unrest in this sector. Daily Star (May, 
2012) reported that the garment workers engage in 
violent clashes at times on rumors or slightest instigations 
for lack of proper counseling and poor relations with the 
management. Except for the massive labor unrest for 
wage hike in 2010, most other incidents of unrest in the 
sector were occurred either following rumors of death of 
fellow workers or on instigation.  

New Age (2012a) also reported that RMG sector is 
experiencing tough times. The sector has been 
reverberated with labor rampage, killings, wage disputes 
and disappearance incidents. The sector experienced 
serious unrests during mid-July 2010. Then, several 
thousands of apparel workers went on rampage in 
different industrial areas demanding a wage structure 
providing a minimum monthly pay of Tk 5,000. It also 
reported that the frequent unrest in the sector pertaining 
to their working conditions, wage and other rights issues 
have hampered the production and the economy (New 
Age, May, 2012b). The News Today (2012) reported that 
the causes for the most of the recent labor disputes were 
not solely due to demand for salary increments. The 
nature of the unrest clearly indicated that a well-
coordinated and orchestrated conspiracy led to the unrest 
created by outsiders. Bjorn Claeson (2010) found that the 
failure of garment factories to implement the minimum 
wage set for garment workers and a lack of recognized 
labor unions were the key reasons for the recent unrest. 

Worker unrest took place in 2010 for implementing 
minimum wages of US $70 per month. In that clash, two 
hundred peoples were injured and thirty factories were 
ransacked (Islam and Ahmad, 2010). One of the reasons 
for this unrest in the garment industry is legal and 
institutional failures to ensure labor rights (Islam and 
Ahmed, 2010). Most of the garment factories in 
Bangladesh hardly follow the labor laws and ILO 
conventions (Islam and Ahmed, 2010). The industry 
leaders believe that the current bout of the unrest did not 
stem from the demand for wage hike and said the unrest 
and vandalism in the factories were not the acts of 
regular workers (Naim-Ul-Karim, 2012). Recent Ashulia's 
unrest has reportedly spread to many other apparel hubs 
as the workers took to the streets to express solidarity 
with their colleagues and also demand wage hike. Under 
these circumstances, experts’ opinions show that the 
smooth production of the readymade garments is, in fact, 
depends on the favorableness of the socioeconomic 
factors of the workers. Therefore, keeping this in mind 
this study has been designed to uncover the 
socioeconomic factors responsible for the labor unrest  in  



 
 
 
 
the readymade garment industry of Bangladesh.  

The main objective of this study was to identify the 
socioeconomic factors for labor unrest in readymade 
garment sector of Bangladesh. The specific objectives 
are: (i) to describe the readymade garment industry of 
Bangladesh, (ii) to identify the socioeconomic factors 
related to the unrest in readymade garment industry of 
Bangladesh, (iii) to provide some suggestions to improve 
the situation of this sector. 
 
 
RESEARCH METHODS 
 
This was an empirical research study that used both 
primary and secondary data. Primary data were collected 
from the readymade garment workers living in Gazipur 
and Savar of Dhaka district. A total of 244 workers were 
interviewed from ten leading garment companies. A 
structured questionnaire with 48 items was used to 
collect data. The secondary data were collected from the 
journals, periodicals, annual reports of Bangladesh Garment 
Manufacturers and Exporters Association (BGMEA) etc.  

In collecting data, a group of MBA students of 
Bangladesh Open University was used. They were 
trained with the questions of the questionnaire and 
supervised properly during the collection of data. After 
collecting data, incomplete, and biased, or abnormally 
answered data were discarded through a thorough 
scrutinizing process. The reliability of 47 items in the 
questionnaire has been tested by using SPSS software 
and the Alpha Coefficient is 0.9453 which is in the 
acceptable limit as per Nunnally (1967, 1978). 

Both descriptive and inferential analysis was done with 
the survey data. Descriptive statistics like mean, standard 
deviation, simple percentages were used to describe the 
present situation of the readymade garment companies 
of Bangladesh. Inferential statistics like Factor Analysis 
(FA) was used to separate the factors related to the 
unrest of the readymade garment workers of Bangladesh. 
Multiple Regression Analysis (MRA) was used to identify 
the significant factors from the factors identified through 
factor analysis. The overall reasons for the unrest in 
readymade garment industry were defined by 
socioeconomic status of the workers.   
 
 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 

In this part of the paper, we have included the 
discussions relating to identification of socioeconomic 
factors related to labor and the relationships between the 
overall dissatisfaction and unrest and the socioeconomic 
factors of the readymade garment industry of Bangladesh. 
 
 

Socioeconomic factors related to labor unrest 
 

The factors related to labor unrest in readymade garment 
industry   of  Bangladesh  were  identified  through  factor  
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analysis. It identified 11 factors responsible for the unrest 
(Table 1). The factors together explain 83.50% of the 
variance. The most important unrest related factor is 
‘Lack of Additional Benefits and Irregularities in Payment 
of Overtime’ with eigenvalue of 18.10 and variance of 
38.51%. The second important unrest factor is ‘Sub-
Standard Living Condition and Rough Supervisor’s 
Behavior’ with eigenvalue of 3.88 followed by deferred 
festival bonus (3.25), Lack of motivational training 
program (2.41), lack of recognized labor unions (2.16), 
conflicting perception about the rich people of the society 
(2.02), high inflation and inability to meet family needs 
(1.74), declining living standard of workers (1.68), rumors 
of detention or death of fellow workers or on instigation 
(1.40), demand of minimum wage (1.35), and no 
promotion opportunity (1.25). The communalities of the 
variables are also very high indicating higher level of 
interrelationships among them (Appendix 3). 

Table 2 shows that the main factor for the labor unrest 
in Bangladesh named lack of additional benefits and 
irregularities in payment of overtime. The workers used to 
work at the factory from dawn to dusk with an overtime 
arrangement which is very low in amount. This factor has 
been formed with 11 items or variables relating to labor 
unrest of readymade garment industry of Bangladesh. All 
the variables have high factor loadings indicating that the 
variables have strong relationship with the factor. 

The second important labor unrest factor is sub-
standard living condition and rough behavior of the 
supervisor. In garment companies of Bangladesh, 
workers are sometimes tortured or killed by the people of 
the employer. In the factory, worker has no voice and 
recognition of their work. Moreover, workers are not 
getting dinner or dinner allowance while in the night and 
dispute of the workers has been unsolved for the long 
time (Table 3). This factor has been formed with 7 
variables with very high factor loadings.  

The third important factor for the labor unrest is 
deferred festival bonus paid to the workers (Table 4). 
Almost all companies do not give rational wages to their 
workers and they have no institutional and legal support 
to uphold their rights. Therefore, workers have no mental 
peace and they make unrest to increase their wages. 
Five variables constituted this factor with high factor 
loadings values. 

Table 5 shows that lack of training program is another 
reason for the unrest in readymade garment industry of 
Bangladesh. Sometimes, lack of adjustment with spouse 
and other family members also influence workers to 
participate in the labor unrest. Payment of wages, 
overtime etc are not given on time. These are paid after a 
long period of time after the work. This creates frustration 
among the workers. 

Table 6 shows the labor unrest factors named 
recognition of labor union, conflicting perception on rich 
people of the society, high inflation and inability to meet 
family needs, decrease of workers living standard, 
rumors   of   detention  or  death  of  fellow  workers,  non  
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Table 1. Total variance of the factors related to labor unrest. 
 

Factors 
Initial 

Eigenvalues 
Percent of 
Variance 

Cumulative 
(Percent) 

Lack of additional benefits & irregularities in payment of overtime 18.100 38.510 38.510 

Sub-standard living condition and rough supervisor’s behavior 3.880 8.255 46.764 

Deferred festival bonus 3.250 6.916 53.680 

Lack of motivational training program 2.416 5.141 58.821 

Lack of recognized labor unions 2.156 4.587 63.407 

Conflicting perception about the rich people of the society 2.023 4.303 67.711 

High inflation and inability to meet family needs 1.740 3.702 71.413 

Workers living standard is declining 1.676 3.565 74.978 

Rumors of detention or death of fellow workers or on instigation 1.403 2.985 77.963 

Demand of minimum wages  1.347 2.867 80.830 

No promotion opportunity  1.252 2.665 83.495 
 

Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis. 

 
 

Table 2. Lack of additional benefits and irregularities in payment of overtime 
 

Variables Factor Loading 

Workers are not getting lunch bill as it would be .824 

Downgrading/declination of the society values .754 

Irregular payment of overtime wages .730 

Workers have no recognition in their family, friends and society .700 

Workers cannot spend for medical .693 

Workers have limited access to social amenities .622 

Workers have low social status .587 

Workers are unable to maintain their family .556 

Workers have no bargaining power with the employer .539 

Workers are not paid of their wages on time .527 

Workers’ unable to save money for their future .504 

 
  
 

Table 3. Sub-standard living condition and rough behavior of the supervisor. 
 

Variables Factor Loading 

Sub-standard living (residence) condition .783 

Killing or torture on their colleagues .713 

Workers are not given value of their voice .655 

Workers are not getting conveyance when coming twice a day .626 

Workers have no recognition of their work .556 

Workers are not getting dinner while working at night shift .492 

Workers dispute are not solved for long time  .443 
 
 
 

implementation of minimum wages and no promotion 
opportunity. 
 
 
Relationships between the overall dissatisfaction and 
the socioeconomic factors 
 
Multiple regressions analysis results show that the factors  

or reasons related to labor unrest in the readymade 
garment industry of Bangladesh are very important to 
explain the overall dissatisfaction of the workers (Table 
7). This means that the reasons for the garment unrest in 
Bangladesh are from the overall dissatisfaction of the 
workers in this sector. 

Analysis of variance shows that the factors concerning 
labor    unrest  identified  through  factor  analysis  in   the  
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Table 4. Deferred festival bonus. 
 

Variables Factor Loading 

Deferred festival bonus .822 

Workers’ wages are very low .763 

Legal and institutional failures to ensure labor rights .755 

Workers have no mental peace .696 

Workers want to increase their wages  .527 
 
 

Table 5. Lack of training Program. 

 

Variables Factor Loading 

Lack of motivational training program .803 

Lack of adjustment with spouse and other family members .786 

Workers family problems  .646 

Workers have no assurance of payment .625 
 
 

Table 6.  Recognition of Labor Union, conflicting perception, high inflation, workers living standard, rumors, minimum wages and promotion 
opportunity. 

 

Variables / Unrest Factors 

Recognition 
of Labor 

Union 

Conflicting 
Perception  

High 
Inflation 

and 
Inability  

Workers 
living 

standard 

Rumors  Minimum 
wages 

Promotion 
opportunity 

Lack of recognized labor unions .710       

Accommodation problem of workers and 
high house rent 

.682       

Workers are frustrated with their future .607       

Worker community have no concern for the 
society 

 .753      

Workers has innate anger to the rich people   .691      

Deduction of workers wages for lame 
excuse  

 .553      

Distorted minded workers want to make 
unrest 

 .530      

Workers are absent from social program   .499      

Workers cannot meet the education 
requirement of their children 

  .789     

The inflation in the daily necessary items 
like food and other items  

  .609     

Workers cannot spend money for recreation   .603     

Wages discrimination among the workers    .166     

Workers living standard is declining     .615    

Workers are deprived of from festival bonus     .507    

Rumors of detention or death of fellow 
workers or on instigation 

    .851   

Demand for payment of dues     .511   

No responsible organizations who will listen 
to labors’ problems 

    .472   

Workers want to implement minimum 
wages rate 

     .734  

No promotion opportunity are available for 
the workers 

      .845 

 

Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis.   Rotation Method: Varimax with Kaiser Normalization. 
a  Rotation converged in 35 iterations. 
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Table 7. Model Summary. 
 

Model R R Square Adjusted R Square Std. Error of the Estimate 

1 .676 .457 .431 1.0901 
 
a  Predictors: (Constant), REGR factor score  11 for analysis    1 , REGR factor score  10 for analysis    1 , REGR factor score   9 
for analysis    1 , REGR factor score   8 for analysis  1 , REGR factor score   7 for analysis    1 , REGR factor score   6 for analysis    
1 , REGR factor score   5 for analysis  1 , REGR factor score   4 for analysis    1 , REGR factor score  3 for analysis    1 , REGR 
factor score  2 for analysis 1 , REGR factor score   1 for analysis    1 

 
 

Table 8. Analysis of Variance (ANOVA). 
 

Model  Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig. 

1 Regression 231.995 11 21.090 17.749 .000 

 Residual 275.678 232 1.188   

 Total 507.672 243    
 

a  Predictors: (Constant), REGR factor score  11 for analysis  1 , REGR factor score  10 for analysis 1 , REGR factor score   9 for 
analysis    1 , REGR factor score   8 for analysis    1 , REGR factor score 7 for analysis    1 , REGR factor score   6 for analysis    1 , 
REGR factor score   5 for analysis  1 , REGR factor score   4 for analysis 1 , REGR factor score   3 for analysis 1 , REGR factor 
score   2 for analysis  1 , REGR factor score   1 for analysis    1 
b  Dependent Variable: OVERALL 

 
 
Table 9. Coefficients. 
 

Model  

Unstandardized 
Coefficients 

Standardized 
Coefficients t Sig. 

B Std. Error Beta 

1 (Constant) 3.426 .070  49.097 .000 

 1. Lack of Additional Benefits & Irregularities in Payment of 
Overtime 

.349 .070 .242 4.993 .000 

 2. Sub-Standard Living Condition and Rough Supervisor’s 
Behavior 

7.829E-02 .070 .054 1.120 .264 

 3. Deferred festival bonus -.415 .070 -.287 -5.934 .000 

 4. Lack of motivational training program .311 .070 .215 4.450 .000 

 5. Lack of recognized labor unions -3.568E-02 .070 -.025 -.510 .610 

 6. Conflicting Perception about the Rich People of the Society .565 .070 .391 8.075 .000 

 7. High Inflation and Inability to Meet Family Needs 9.208E-02 .070 .064 1.317 .189 

 8. Workers living standard is declining -.104 .070 -.072 -1.487 .138 

 9. Rumors of detention or death of fellow workers or on 
instigation 

3.530E-02 .070 .024 .505 .614 

 10. Demand of minimum wages rate .451 .070 .312 6.454 .000 

 11. No promotion opportunity are available for the workers -.115 .070 -.080 -1.651 .100 
 

a  Dependent Variable: OVERALL 

 
 
readymade garment industry of Bangladesh are as a 
whole responsible for the unrest in this sector (Table 8). 

Individual factor relationship with the overall 
dissatisfaction of the readymade garment workers show 
that the factors named lack of additional benefits and 
irregularities in payment of overtime, deferred festival 
bonus, lack of motivational training program, conflicting 
perception about the rich people of the society, demand 
of minimum wages rate in the garment industry of 
Bangladesh are significantly related to the overall 
dissatisfaction of the workers. This means that if  there  is 

a change in these factors independently there will be a 
significant impact on the overall dissatisfaction of the 
workers (Table 9). 
 
 
Conclusions and Recommendations 
 
Labor unrest in the readymade garment industry of 
Bangladesh became a common picture nowadays. Re-
cent unrest in this sector is, however, causing a serious 
negative impact on the export of readymade garments  of  



 
 
 
 
Bangladesh in international markets. The most common 
reasons claimed by the workers for the labor unrest in the 
garment sector of Bangladesh are unpaid wage and the 
deferred payment. Some garment owners do not give 
salaries and overtime allowance to the workers on time. 
However, the owners claim that more than most of the 
garment factories pay worker’s wages on time. Hence, a 
kind of mistrust between the employers and employees 
existed in the readymade garment industry of 
Bangladesh and thus results labor unrest. To conduct this 
study, both primary and secondary data were used in this 
study. Through, both descriptive and inferential analysis 
was done with the survey data. The overall dissatisfaction 
for the unrest in readymade garment industry was 
defined by socioeconomic status of the workers.  Factors 
analysis identified 11 factors responsible for the unrest 
such as, lack of additional benefits & irregularities in 
payment of overtime, sub-standard living condition and 
rough supervisor’s behavior, deferred festival bonus, lack 
of motivational training program, lack of recognized labor 
unions, conflicting perception about the rich people of the 
society, high inflation and inability to meet family needs, 
declining living standard of workers, rumors of detention 
or death of fellow workers or on instigation, demand of 
minimum wage, and lack of  promotion opportunity. 

The main factor for the labor unrest is perceived as the 
lack of additional benefits and irregularities in payment of 
overtime. As such, the benefits and overtime is given with 
a very minimum rate and often in late. Almost all 
companies do not give rational wages to their workers 
and they have no institutional and legal support to uphold 
their rights. Therefore, deferred payment became normal 
phenomenon at the factory. The lack of training program 
is hampering the development of the workers in their 
profession. High inflation of the country has also been 
causing the dissatisfaction of the workers. The workers 
are unable to buy their necessaries with the money they 
receive from the company and therefore, there is a 
continuous dissatisfaction in their families that has impact 
on the unrest of the workers.  

The factor called sub-standard living condition and 
rough behavior of the supervisor hardly influence the 
workers to be unruly as these are the common behavior 
of the supervisors at the factory level in Bangladesh. 
Workers became used to with it. Garment workers have a 
very need of money to survive and maintain their families. 
Therefore, they hardly care about the labor union in the 
factory. They expect that they will be paid their salaries 
on time as committed even if the amount is very low. Due 
to the very high level of dissatisfaction of the workers, 
there is a higher level of sensitivity of the rumors in the 
premise. As such, if the policy makers of this sector and 
the government of the country come forward and 
consider the factors identified through this research the 
unrest problem might be minimized. However, there is an 
ample scope to conduct further study by taking more 
samples and come up with more accurate results in this  
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regards. 
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APPENDIX 
 

Appendix 1. Statement on export of rmg and total export of Bangladesh. 
 

Year 
Export of RMG (In 
million US dollar) 

Total Export of Bangladesh 
(In million US dollar) 

% of RMG’s to Total 
Export 

1995 – 96 2547.13 3882.42 65.61 

1996 – 97 3001.25 4418.28 67.93 

1997 – 98 3781.94 5161.20 73.28 

1998 – 99 4019.58 5312.86 75.67 

1999 – 00 4349.41 5752.20 75.61 

2000 – 01 4859.83 6467.30 75.14 

2001 – 02 4583.75 5986.09 76.57 

2002 – 03 4912.09 6548.44 75.01 

2003 – 04 5686.09 7602.99 74.79 

2004 – 05 6417.67 8654.52 74.15 

2005 – 06 7900.80 10526.16 75.06 

2006 – 07 9211.23 12177.86 75.64 

2007 – 08 10699.80 14110.80 75.83 

2008 – 09 12347.77 15565.19 79.33 

2009 – 10 12496.72 16204.65 77.12 

2010 – 11 17914.46 22924.38 78.15 
       

Source: Export Promotion Bureau Compiled by BGMEA 

 
 

 
Appendix 2. Growth of the industry and employment in readymade garment sector of Bangladesh. 
 

Year Number of Garment Factories Employment (in Million Workers) 

1995-96 2353 1.290 

1996-97 2503 1.300 

1997-98 2726 1.500 

1998-99 2963 1.500 

1999-2000 3200 1.600 

2000-2001 3480 1.800 

2001-2002 3618 1.800 

2002-2003 3760 2.000 

2003-2004 3957 2.000 

2004-2005 4107 2.000 

2005-2006 4220 2.200 

2006-2007 4490 2.400 

2007-2008 4743 2.800 

2008-2009 4925 3.500 

2009-2010 5063 3.600 

2010-2011 5150 3.600 
  

Source: http://www.bgmea.com.bd/home/pages/aboutus dated 1 December 2012 
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Appendix 3. Communalities of the variables. 
 

Variables Extraction 

RMG workers’ wages are very low .817 

RMG workers want to implement minimum wages rate .848 

Workers are unpaid of their wages for few months .755 

Higher wages discrimination among the workers  .915 

Demand of payment of workers dues .873 

Workers want to increase their wages  .847 

Irregular payment of overtime wages .807 

Deduction of workers wages for lame excuse  .778 

Workers are deprive of from festival bonus or deferred festival bonus .807 

Workers are not getting conveyance when coming twice a day .819 

Workers are deprive of to fulfill their basic human needs .871 

Workers are not getting lunch bill as it would be .477 

Workers are not getting dinner while working in night shift .812 

Workers has no financial security .830 

Workers are unable to maintain their family .824 

Unable to save money for the future .860 

Workers cannot expense for recreation .881 

Workers cannot meet the education requirement of their children .838 

Workers cannot expense for medical services .921 

Inflation in the daily necessary items like food .893 

Workers living standard is declining day by day .802 

Workers are not given the value of their voice .863 

Workers has no bargaining power  .887 

Workers has no recognition of their work .827 

Workers has no recognition in their family, friends and society .817 

Workers has low level of  social status .853 

No promotion opportunity are available for the workers .850 

Workers has innate anger to the rich people  .821 

Distorted minded workers want to make unrest .870 

Workers dispute are not solved for long time / Long-standing grievance  .884 

Accommodation problem of workers and higher house rent .839 

Sub-standard living (residence) condition .829 

The worker community is not concern for the society .798 

Workers family problems  .765 

lack of adjustment with spouse .925 

lack of motivational training program .897 

killing or torture on their colleagues .829 

Lack of recognized labor unions .691 

No responsible organizations who will listen labors’ needs and demands .876 

Workers are absent from social program  .859 

Workers has no mental peace .776 

Workers are frustrated with their coming days .856 

Workers has no access to social amenities like recreation facilities .854 

Legal and institutional failures to ensure labor rights .890 

Rumors of detention or death of fellow workers or on instigation .891 

The overall downgrading/declination of the society values .805 

The overall socioeconomic factor is responsible for the labor unrest in the RMG sector of Bangladesh .916 
        

Extraction Method: Principal component analysis.  


